
Insurance Pay  
helps you:
• Process VCCs from 

insurance carriers 
efficiently

• Keep your cash flow from 
stalling 

• Unbatch and post VCC 
payments with just a few 
clicks

• Minimize manual entry 
and the errors associated 
with it

• Work directly in the 
Dentrix Ledger 

Now for Virtual Credit 
Card Payments from 
Insurers Too!
“The batch insurance payment 
feature in Dentrix is a time 
saver and a stress saver.”

- Charlotte Skaggs 
Certified Dentrix Trainer

SOLVE THE BATCHED PAYMENT PROBLEM

As virtual credit cards (VCCs) or electronic credit cards become increasingly 
common payment methods for insurance carriers, your office staff may be 
spending more time than usual processing insurance payments. 

Because the one-time-use VCC payment can belong to multiple patients, this 
collections process is not a straightforward match to a single ledger. Without 
Insurance Pay, a feature of Dentrix Pay, these batched payments require painstaking 
manual entry to outstanding insurance claims and multiple patient ledgers.

GET BACK TO COLLECTIONS AS USUAL

Insurance Pay offers an ideal solution to the problem of VCCs that batch multiple 
compensations in one payment. And if you have Dentrix Pay, activating this time-
saving feature takes just a few clicks. 

Once activated, Insurance Pay uses the Batch Insurance Payment Entry dialog 
box in the Dentrix Ledger. From this dialog, your team can process VCCs from 
insurance carriers quickly and easily, posting each claim as they normally would 
with any other insurance payments. The money collected from the VCC payment 
automatically disperses to patients and ledgers.

INSURANCE PAY, A FEATURE OF DENTRIX PAY
Match VCC insurance payments with the right patient 
ledgers and claims existing patients

P R O D U C T  I N F O R M A T I O N  S H E E T

CALL US TODAY  
AT 800.734.5561
Or visit Dentrix.com/InsurancePay
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Process VCCs from insurance carriers 
quickly and disperse to multiple patient 
ledgers with the Insurance Pay feature 
in Dentrix Pay.

HOW IT WORKS 

Access as Part of Dentrix Pay

Enable Insurance Pay within Dentrix Pay and experience a 

seamless workflow that is native to Dentrix.

Apply Reimbursements Appropriately

Enter an individual payment and then split it for multiple 

patients’ accounts within the Dentrix Ledger. 

Process Payments in Four Steps

To process a VCC payment: 1) select the insurance 

carrier, 2) enter the payment amount, 3) indicate that 

the payment is from a credit card and 4) enter the card 

information.

Post Claims in One Dialog Box

Disperse a single VCC payment in the Batch Insurance 

Payment Entry dialog to both patient claims and ledgers 

as needed.

BENEFITS 

EASILY SEPARATE A LUMP 
TRANSACTION

Spend less time and have fewer 

opportunities for error because you can 

apply virtual and electronic insurance 

credit card payments across multiple 

patient accounts.

PROCESS PAYMENTS EFFICIENTLY

Within the Dentrix Ledger, enjoy the 

efficiency of using a single dialog box to 

process virtual credit card payments. 

POST PAYMENTS AS NORMAL

Use the intuitive Dentrix Pay workflow your 

team already knows to easily post related 

claims after processing virtual credit card 

payments.

MINIMIZE DATA ENTRY

Save time and reduce hassle by conducting 

the entire procedure of processing and 

posting payments with minimal manual 

entry and just a few mouse clicks.

CALL US TODAY  
AT 800.734.5561
Or visit Dentrix.com/InsurancePay

 D E N T R I X . C O M / I N S U R A N C E P A Y

Henry Schein One delivers 
connected management, 

marketing and patient engagement 
systems that work as one to 

help practices improve practice 
management and grow.


